GOVERNMENT OF NATIONAL CAPITAL TERRITORY OF DELHI
DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION (VIGILANCE BRANCH)
OLD SECRETARIAT, DELHI-110054

ORDER

Whereas, Smt. Swadesh Shokhand, PGT(English), GGSSS, Khajoori Khas, Delhi was placed under suspension vide order F.No.VIG/ DDE(NE)/ SUSP/PGT/2009/2526-31 dated 29.09.2009 in view of pending departmental proceedings against her.

And whereas, the Smt. Swadesh Shokhand, PGT(English), GGSSS, Khajoori Khas, Delhi was charge sheeted u/r 16 of CCS(CCA) Rules,1965 vide memorandum No.F/DDE/NE/VIG/595 dated 26.06.2010

And whereas, the suspension of Smt. Swadesh Shokhand, PGT(English), GGSSS, Khajoori Khas, Delhi was revoked by the then disciplinary authority vide order No No.DE.7jSRCjPGT/2010/2801 dated 21.09.2010 with immediate effect and subsequently she joined duty on 30.09.2010.

And whereas, the aforesaid case has been finalized and charges levelled against Smt. Swadesh Shokhand, PGT(English), GGSSS, Khajoori Khas, Delhi have been dropped by the competent authority vide order No.F.52/DDE/VIG/NE/323 dated 14.07.2016.

Now, therefore, I, SAUMYA GUPTA, Director (Education) being the Disciplinary Authority, hereby, order that the period of suspension w.e.f 29.09.2009 to 20.09.2010 & 21.09.2010 to 29.09.2010 (the period between revocation of suspension and date of joining the office) in respect of Smt. Swadesh Shokhand, PGT(English), GGSSS, Khajoori Khas, Delhi be treated as “Spent on Duty” for all purposes.

(SAUMYA GUPTA)
DIRECTOR (EDUCATION)

Smt. Swadesh Shokhand, PGT(English),
GGSSS, Khajoori Khas, Delhi
Through DDE(North-East)

F.No. DE-7/192/PGT(E)/NE/NGV/Vig/09/4169-74
Dated: 29/08/16

Copy forwarded to the following for information and necessary action:-
1. ADE(E-II)
2. DDE(NE)
3. HOS/DDO/PAO/concerned through DDE(NE)
4. OS(IT)
5. Guard file

(ANIL KUMAR GUPTA)
DY. DIRECTOR OF EDN.(VIG.)